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1.

ABSTRACT

The Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology Center (LM ATC) and the University of California at Davis (UC Davis)
are developing an electro-optical (EO) imaging sensor called SPIDER (Segmented Planar Imaging Detector for
Electro-optical Reconnaissance) that seeks to provide a 10x to 100x size, weight, and power (SWaP) reduction
alternative to the traditional bulky optical telescope and focal-plane detector array. The substantial reductions in
SWaP would reduce cost and/or provide higher resolution by enabling a larger-aperture imager in a constrained
volume.
Our SPIDER imager replaces the traditional optical telescope and digital focal plane detector array with a densely
packed interferometer array based on emerging photonic integrated circuit (PIC) technologies that samples the
object being imaged in the Fourier domain (i.e., spatial frequency domain), and then reconstructs an image. Our
approach replaces the large optics and structures required by a conventional telescope with PICs that are
accommodated by standard lithographic fabrication techniques (e.g., complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) fabrication). The standard EO payload integration and test process that involves precision alignment and
test of optical components to form a diffraction limited telescope is, therefore, replaced by in-process integration and
test as part of the PIC fabrication, which substantially reduces associated schedule and cost. In this paper we
describe the photonic integrated circuit design and the testbed used to create the first images of extended scenes. We
summarize the image reconstruction steps and present the final images. We also describe our next generation PIC
design for a larger (16x area, 4x field of view) image.
2.

SPIDER CONCEPT DESIGN

The SPIDER imager consists of a multitude of direct-detection white-light interferometers on a PIC which generates
interference fringes. The measured complex visibility (phase and amplitude) of the fringes corresponds to a Fourier
component of the object being imaged through the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem [1]. 2D Fourier fill of the scene
(object) being imaged is attained by collecting data for multiple 1D interferometer arrays with several orientations.
To achieve azimuthal sampling, the arrays are arranged in a radial blade pattern, pictured in Fig 1(a). The imager
design is composed of 37 1D arrays with lenslets coupling light from an extended scene into waveguides in the PIC,
where interferometric beam combination occurs. Dense radial sampling is achieved by making measurements at
various optical wavelengths or spectral bands for each of the baselines in the individual 1D interferometer arrays.
Data collected for each baseline and spectral channel correspond to angular spatial frequencies B/λ where B is the
baseline, or distance between lenslet pairs and λ is the wavelength of light. Therefore, higher spatial frequency
information about the object will be captured by longer baselines and shorter wavelengths. The spatial resolution of
SPIDER is determined by its effective aperture size which is equal to the length of the maximum baseline, B max.
Measuring 12 baseline pairs on each PIC of the imager provides the 2D Fourier transform of the object, effectively
mapping the 2D Fourier plane of the scene.
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Fig. 1. (a) SPIDER sensor radial blade design with 37 arrays, and (b) a schematic of light coupled through lenslets
into a single interferometer baseline, combined in a MMI, split into spectral channels by an AWG and imaged onto a
2D detector array.
The main component of the electro-optical sensor is the planar photonic integrated circuit design for the 1D
interferometer arrays. Two past generations of PICs were developed and characterized [2,3]. The newest PIC design
is discussed here and was introduced in a former work [4]. We use the third generation SPIDER PIC which is 22 x
22 mm in size, providing an average of 6 dB insertion loss and -15 dB throughput attenuation. The PIC’s
lithographic layout is pictured in Fig. 2(a) along with a picture in Fig. 2(b). It contains 24 input waveguides that are
paired up to form 12 baselines using 2 x 2 multi-mode interferometer (MMI) beam combiners. Light from each of
the MMI output ports is then spectrally split using arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), which allow broadband
operation and provide increased spatial frequency coverage. The AWGs for each baseline are identical and provide a
maximum of 18 spectral channels ranging from 1223 nm to 1586 nm and uniformly spaced in wavenumber. All 18
spectral channels are used for the longest baseline, while fewer are needed for the short baselines. The total number
of output ports for each PIC is 206.

Fig. 2. (a) Lithographic layout of the SPIDER PIC and (b) a photograph of the PIC.
3.

SPIDER EXPERIMENT: OPTICAL TESTBED

An in-lab optical testbed was implemented to test the PIC’s ability to create images of extended scenes. The testbed
is pictured in Fig. 3. It includes a back-illuminated scene and a projector, which effectively places the scene in the
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far field of the PIC. Light from the scene is then coupled through the lenslets, into the PIC interferometers and to the
detector which records the interference fringes. The PIC output ports are actually imaged by a lens onto a focal
plane array for the detection. While the PIC includes thermo-electric phase modulators that enable estimation of the
complex (amplitude and phase) fringe visibility through temporal fringe scanning, the PIC was not actually wire
bonded. Instead, we used a fast-steering mirror (FSM) driven by a sinusoidal voltage signal to scan through the
fringes. The bottom of Fig 3(b) displays a three-row mask placed in front of the lenslets which is used to block
various lenslets for characterization of the optical throughput for individual beam paths (without interference). This
is necessary for estimating the normalized fringe visibility, which is a measure of the complex degree of coherence
and independent of the relative beam intensities for each baseline.

Fig. 3. Optical testbed layout to simulate the SPIDER imager using a (a) Scene generator (light source and projector)
followed by a long-pass (LP) filter, fast-steering mirror (FSM), (b) through the mask, lenslets, PIC and detector and
a (c) USAF resolution test chart (group 2 element 1) and a scene of a train yard used as the extended scenes.
The images chosen for the scene include a U.S. Air Force (USAF) resolution test chart (group 2 element 1), and (2)
a scene of a train yard, shown in Fig. 3(c). As described previously, we used a 1.5 mm-diameter aperture mask over
both scenes to match the scene width to the system field of view [4].
Intensity measurements from a single baseline pair are modeled as a function of time via the two-beam interference
equation given by,
tot(t)=t)+t)+2√[t)t)]|mcos[targ(m



where I1(t) and I2(t) are the intensities from the right and left-input lenslets for each baseline, (t) is the time-varying
fringe phase from the FSM scan amplitude and frequency, µ is the complex degree of coherence related to the 2D
spatial Fourier transform of the intensity distribution via the Van-Cittert Zernike theorem, and m is the PIC
instrumental visibility.
During data acquisition, the FSM was driven sinusoidally at 10 millihertz frequency, shifting the beam 2.6 mrad in
angle space while 3000 frames of data from the focal plane array were recorded at 30 Hz for each of the three mask
positions. The terms I1(t) and I2(t) of Eq. (1) are characterized by collecting data with light illuminating each of the
input lenslets individually using the mask shown in Fig. 3(b) to block either the left or right lenslets per baseline
pair. The mask is also set to allow transmission through all baselines in order to provide the fringe data for all
spectral channels.
The PIC is directly imaged onto the detector plane so that a single row of pixels contains waveguides with the fringe
information needed for computational image reconstruction. Every waveguide pixels intensity varies at a temporal
frequency according to the spatial frequency and spectral band of its baseline (i.e., longer baselines and shorter
wavelengths give higher spatial frequency information about the object). Fig. 4 displays fringe measurements Itot(t)
for two baselines of different lengths – baseline 3 which is 2.16 mm in length and baseline 12 which is 20.88 mm.
Notice that the longer baseline 12 exhibits higher frequency fringes than the shorter baseline 3. The width of each
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fringe envelope (~500 frames) is determined primarily by the scene width. The center of each envelope corresponds
to the condition where the PIC lenslets look nominally at the center of the scene through the FSM. As the FSM
moves away from this position, the fringe phase term (t) changes and the amount of light coupled into the PIC
decreases. The fringe data is processed to extract the fringe visibility, amplitude and phase at the center of each
fringe packet, which is equivalent to the product of the object and system visibilities term (m) in Eq. (1). The
system visibility m is characterized separately through measurements on a point source object (for which  = 1).

Fig. 4. Fringes of a single output waveguide spectral channel which have low frequency for baseline 3 (black) and
high frequency for baseline 12 (blue).
The experiment used only one PIC, which provides only one dimension of Fourier sampling. To get Fourier samples
in two dimensions, the scene was rotated and data was collected in 10-degree increments. All of the fringe data was
reduced to estimate the scene complex degree of coherence  for each scene orientation, baseline and spectral
channel. This information is equivalent to a set of 2D samples of the scene Fourier transform in polar format. Images
were then reconstructed from this data by simply computing the inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) of this data and
by using more complicated iterative reconstruction algorithms. The iterative approach offers the ability to
incorporate nonnegativity constraints and/or a priori scene information into the reconstruction.
4.

SPIDER PROCESSED IMAGES

Imaging demonstrations were performed with two scenes: a set of tri-bars from a USAF resolution target and a grayscale aerial-photograph of a train yard. Both scenes were chrome-on-glass transparencies that were masked down to
the PIC field-of-view with a 1.5 mm-diameter circular aperture. For each scene, data was collected for scene
orientation angles 0-180 degrees in 5- or 10-degree increments. Data does not need to be collected over a full range
of 360 degrees, because the Fourier transform of a real-valued intensity object has Hermitian symmetry.
Fig. 5(a) shows several images for the USAF bar target. The first image is a synthetic digital model of the scene,
while the second is a simulated image, created by computing noise-free Fourier samples of the scene with the same
sampling as the experimental data and using an inverse FFT reconstruction algorithm. This simulated image gives an
indication of the image quality expected from the experiment. The third image is an initial FFT-based reconstructed
image of the bar chart. The features of the bar target are noticeably blurred compared with its simulation. We believe
this is caused from wobble in the rotation stage used to rotate the scene between each data set. This was investigated
by comparing the experimental data for each scene orientation with the synthetic data used to generate the simulated
image. Translation of the scene with rotation angle (the effect of stage wobble) can be detected through this
comparison as a linear phase error (vs. radial spatial frequency) that varies systematically with rotation angle.
Additionally, the linear phase errors can be removed from the experimental data to reconstruct the final FFT-based
image, which is shown on the right of Fig. 5(a). Note that stage wobble would not be an issue in a SPIDER system
based on a 2D array of PICs, as shown in Fig. 1(a) within a rigid mount.
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Fig. 5(b) shows similar image results for the scene object of a train yard, with the exception that the last image is the
result of an iterative image reconstruction algorithm that incorporates penalty metrics for nonnegativity and finite
scene support as well as a total-variation metric for regularization. These terms incorporate a priori information
about the scene and help mitigate the impacts of sparse Fourier sampling in the experiment. While there are some
artifacts, the final reconstruction matches the truth object shown on the left of Fig. 5(b) fairly well. Note that the
truth object was obtained by viewing the actual slide transparency with a microscope equipped with a camera. The
quality of the final image for both targets authenticates SPIDER’s imaging demo as a success.

Fig. 5. Image reconstruction results of the (a) USAF test target and the (b) train yard scene with the numerically
simulated FFT image, initial inverse FFT image reconstruction and the final image with alignment corrections.
5.

SUMMARY

The extended scene imaging demo for SPIDER gave results allowing us to be confident in the system. SPIDER’s
full design consists of a 2D array of multiple PICs, but in this demo we used an individual PIC to successfully
demonstrate the system’s imaging capability via rotation of the scene. Wobble in the scene rotation stage introduced
phase errors in the data collected for the imaging demos, but this would not be a problem in a final system that does
not rely on scene rotation for data collection.
Roughly 30 percent of the output waveguides had no measurable interference fringe, so these needed to be identified
for image characterization. Over time the PIC design has been modified to reduce the number of waveguide
crossings to reduce on-chip losses and cross-talk between baselines. Minimizing the number of crossings reduces the
on-chip losses and cross-talk insertion loss. We continue to work to reduce the throughput losses in the PIC and
expect a fourth-generation PIC throughput attenuation to drop by 5 dB, giving us an improved throughput loss of 10
dB including coupling efficiency.
The optical testbed and image reconstruction experiment proved that the SPIDER system would work, but we
continue to research advanced state-of-the-art PIC capabilities. The future of SPIDER includes more
experimentation and work on improvement of the PIC technology and optimization of the system architecture which
would both reduce SWaP and improve image quality. A reduction in SWaP is to be achieved by increasing system
complexity and system integration. We plan on designs with longer baselines for higher resolution, and more
baselines for dense Fourier sampling. With a maximum system baseline of 100 mm we can obtain images 4x in size
or 200 x 200 image “pixels.” We also plan to incorporate higher-density integration using multiple PIC
combinations, along with detectors on the PIC. We are also exploring real-time image processing approaches.
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